
Year 7 - Support for tutors 
Example: more scaffolded questioning needed when introducing new ideas (i.e. - 
how to define racism, institutions etc).

● Circle of trust - safe environment
● Acknowledging being out of our comfort zone
● Acknowledging differences and tolerances (finding different things acceptable)
● Avoid the word ‘ethnic’ - heritage should be used where possible
● Modelling not knowing - questioning, ‘I think…’
● Rephrasing questions - summarising/clarifying questions 
● Body language: conscious of body language - sitting on the same level as tutees
● Encouraging active listening
● Reflective Q/task - expectation that everyone completes whether verbal or 

written
● Utilising padlets to get class feedback



Year 8 Support for tutors 
Example: more scaffolded questioning needed when introducing new ideas (i.e. - 
how to define racism, institutions etc).

● Introduce ideas before giving questions. Like videos, 
● Pair up with another person to come into the tutor groups, so there is another 

‘expert’ in the room
● Bond with the students before having these conversations. Ex now, after 

humanutopia they are more comfortable. New tutor groups were not 
comfortable with each other

● Words need to be revisited often. ‘Privilege with age’ come back regularly
● For teachers- scaffold conversations
● Pulling together resources. Word list, 
● Cold Calling...pass it on
● Putting students into smaller groups



Year 9 Support for tutors 

Example: re-evaluate the methods we would usually use in the classroom 
(cold-calling) to check whether it is the best approach to encourage all students to 
feel comfortable with speaking

Notice the students that don’t speak. They often have more to say than those who do.

Use more post - it note exercises to draw out opinions and feelings from those who don’t want to speak

Step back. Let the students do the work.

Explore language further

Provide a structure for students to have conversations

Encourage students to support/ challenge different views and opinions - eg: Why might someone hold those views? Can 
you see why someone might……..? Imagine that you……………..?



Year 10 support for tutors 
Example: how do we allow all students to contribute to conversations?
- Giving them opportunities to discuss in pairs
- Using chromebooks and padlets - anonymous
- Let them know before so they can prepare and have time to think about what to 
say and what they want to find out
- Student charter - agreed set of rules and behaviours when having these 
conversations (every year group)



Year 11 Support for tutors
Example: 

● The space: try to arrange the space to allow for everyone to see each other and no 
hiding or margains. Setting the atmosphere and taking the curiosity with the positive 
lens to guide conversations. Confidentiality and context of knowledge it is ok to not be 
sure. 

● Timekeeping: allow time to stretch conversations for depth rather than breadth. A drop 
day of sorts but not a stand alone. 

● Pausing it for later: acknowledge the importance and tell them you will return (and make 
sure you do). Being realistic with time and place for the conversation.  

● Clarification of instances of race acknowledging difference (but not centering it as a 
reason for division) with the vision of seeing everyone the same. 

● Student leadership: to allow for equal playing field of language level and access. 
Intervene with appropriateness or challenge. 

● Body language: open , resume normality do not overdo the performativity of the 
conversations. Remain neutral in facial expression (shock absorber)

● Groupings: Planning group tasks to support varying participation 



Difficult Conversations

 CHALLENGING STEREOTYPES 



Gender: the socially constructed characteristics of each sex, such 

as the norms, roles, and relationships of and between groups of 

women and men. It varies from society to society and can be 

changed.

Sex: a classification based on biological differences, for example, 

differences between males and females based on their anatomy.

Class: a way of dividing society based on social and economic 

status.





Discuss with a partner:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6dnj2IyYjE 
 If you need a reminder: 

Intersectionality 101 by Kimberlee Crenshaw (3 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6dnj2IyYjE


1. Are there any forms of 
discrimination you haven’t 
heard of before?

2. Where may you face these 
forms of discrimination? 



On the next few slides are Anne Castro’s 
illustrations of some microaggressions she has 
heard her whole life and some popular stereotypes 
depicted in film and television.

1. What is the picture exploring? 
2. Have any of these stereotypes been made about you or 

someone you know? 
3. How could this stereotype influence a person’s 

expectations? 



Ability 



Ethnicity / Race



Class 



Religion / Culture



Gender and Sexuality 



1. What have you learned from the conversation today?
2. How can students support each other?
3. How can your teachers support you?
4. Please share ideas of actions we could take at EGA to 

help the school to view everyone without limits.

Fill in the Google form here: 
https://forms.gle/68j5VNnRZ9n3Zuye7 

https://forms.gle/68j5VNnRZ9n3Zuye7


Who can support; in addition to your year team

Miss  Southall Miss Ndona
Miss Stephenson Miss Josiah 

Miss Dahl Miss Choudhury Miss Spallin PC Ahmed 
Miss  Amerty

Miss  Ibe



PERSONAL REFLECTION QUESTIONS 


